Unisto Security Seals

The true story about securely
sealed Tote Boxes
Some Retail or Logistic companies transport their valuable goods while living with a false sense of security!
Why?
Because they think they are using security seals, although they are just simple closures.
Why?
Some security seal manufacturers place the breaking point of the seal at the completely wrong position.
If you don‘t believe us, just take a look at these common designs.
The breaking point is precisely placed under the head of the seal.

Is this ideal?
We are absolutely convinced: NO
Let us explain WHY.
If the seal - or let us better call it a closure - is placed on the tote box (see picture), is it really properly sealed ?
Maybe, maybe not. As nobody can see the breaking point from outside you cannot be 100% sure. It’s hidden inside
the box and nobody can assure you that the closure is still intact. Maybe somebody has already broken the seal!
Who knows?
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If this really happened, something could be missing from the box or something has been put in it which shouldn’t
be there. After doing so, any person can easily “glue” the broken parts back together using a lighter. It would be
quite difficult to find out if somebody tampered your box. You would surely agree: this is very risky.
So how does Unisto overcome this problem?
If you take a closer look to the next picture, you can easily see the special design of our breaking point on the top
of the head. It is always clearly visible. A broken or tampered seal would be immediately evident, due to the specially designed breaking point, thus providing an instant visible verification of the intactness of your goods.

Are you now more aware of the risk of using closures and not security seals? If you have any further questions, do
not hesitate to contact us.
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Unisto has the widest range of all
security seal manufacturers for
tote boxes or lidded containers.

This type of security seal is applied by simply pushing it into place in the slot of a tote box or a lidded container.
We offer a range of plastic colours to streamline your logistical processes.
There is a print area with roomfor long alpha-numeric numbering and customer names to suit your demands.
They are also available in a joined paired plug version, with duplicate numbering, for using two seals with the
same sequential number per tote box. This way you can speed up your recording process.
Summary of all features
• four locking fingers secure grip in box
• visible break-point on head increases security level
• easy to check integrity of the seal
• bar-code numbering for accurate and reliable data capture
• customer name/logo blind embossed for clear identification
• easy to place and remove
• variety of plastic colours for logistical colour coding
• delivered in mats of 10, or loose, depending on your needs
With all these security related features, we provide the highest security for your goods.
Customised solutions to meet all requirements
On top of all this, we have a special tooling system which allows us to modify our box seals to fit to any tote box
in the market. if you need a partner for new box seal development, there is only one choice. Unisto.
Local assistance
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact your local consultant. We look forward to hearing
from you.
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